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What will happen once the 
pandemic is under control? 
Will the world be different? 
Here are some initial 
propositions on where the 
crisis is likely to have a major 
impact – and where not. 
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1 Introduction 

After 9/11, after the Lehman crash. A common feature of the most severe crises 
is that, even many years later when the media furore has died down, we still 
speak of “before” and “after” the crisis. Will this also be the case for 
coronavirus? It clearly feels like that now, of course, but will we still be able to 
say, ten or 20 years from now, that the world changed after the coronavirus 
crisis? There are many indications that we will. But despite the severity of the 
situation and the huge number of deaths, it is possible that the pandemic itself 
will not be the main reason for the changes. What will have a more defining 
impact will be the social, political and of course economic consequences that will 
continue to be felt for years to come. 

This paper discusses five groups of propositions about what might be some of 
the first consequences. The initial focus is on classic economic issues and closely 
related political developments.  

The five groups: 

• Impact on government debt, monetary/fiscal policy and interest rates 
• The evolution of the eurozone and a brief assessment of Brexit 
• Structural changes on the supply side, possible implications for inflation and a 

quick look at digitalisation and regulation 
• Advances in individual sectors as a result of the crisis 
• Geopolitical implications, particularly for the US/Chinese dispute, and an 

assessment of what will happen in terms of global economic integration – will 
we see de-globalisation? 

This paper is intended as the first in a series of publications. Subsequent papers 
will predominantly look at aspects of the sustainable economy after coronavirus. 
It may feel like the Fridays for Future protests were years ago, but a virus will not 
stop climate change and nor will other sustainability issues cease to be 
important. Many of them are now likely to be viewed in a different light, and this 
will be discussed later on. 

2 Government debt and central       
banks 

• The central banks are, in effect, monetising most of the government deficits 
that have increased because of the crisis. There are few alternatives in the 
short term, and for now this is not a problem as the risk of inflation is low. 

• Low and negative interest rates really are now cemented in place, particularly 
because of the greater pressure not to jeopardise the ability of countries to 
service their debt. 

• Despite their reduced financial leeway, robust countries and supranational 
institutions such as the EU will launch and fund economic stimulus packages. 

The post-coronavirus world will 
be a different one 

Overview paper, the first in a 
series of publications 
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But this does not necessarily mean that action on climate change will have to 
wait. 

The stabilisation and support packages that governments and central banks have 
put together in response to the coronavirus pandemic in recent weeks involve 
such huge sums of money that even a professional observer is likely to feel 
queasy. The ultimate volumes that have been announced will be even higher 
than those at the time of the 2008/2009 financial crisis.  

First things first: There is little doubt among economists that this support is 
appropriate and the right course of action given the economic impact of the 
rigorous, time-limited measures being implemented to tackle the pandemic. In 
the short term, this policy will help to stabilise the fragile overall situation. Firstly, 
governments need money, and the capital markets are able to provide it. But 
markets need to have faith in the solvency of their borrowers, especially during a 
crisis. Where necessary, the central banks are therefore directly or indirectly 
helping to ensure that countries, companies and banks remain solvent. They will 
deal with the consequences later. Secondly, it is one thing for economic output to 
slump, but it is something entirely different when ‘healthy’ production capacity is 
permanently destroyed, as would be the case if there were a wave of 
insolvencies. 

Without downplaying the severity of the current situation in any way, it is also 
imperative to look ahead to the medium- to long-term effects of the response to 
the crisis. The direct impact is plain to see: As happened after the financial crisis 
and subsequent EU sovereign debt crisis, the central banks’ balance sheets will 
swell hugely and many countries’ government debt ratios will shoot up (another 
factor being that gross domestic product (GDP) – i.e. the denominator in the 
ratio – is shrinking, although luckily only temporarily). 

• Central bank balances: Based on the current measures, the balance sheet of 
the Federal Reserve (Fed) will have grown from US$ 4.3 trillion to at least US$ 
5.6 trillion by the end of the year (rise of 30 per cent). The European Central 
Bank (ECB) is likely to see an increase from €4.7 trillion to €5.8 trillion (rise of 
23 per cent). These estimates only take account of the asset purchase 
programmes and do not include the Fed’s facilities and repos or the ECB’s 
tender operations, for example.  

• Debt ratios: Initial rough estimates for budget deficits and economic growth 
indicate that the debt ratios of the US and eurozone will be at least 10 to 15 
per cent higher than at the end of 2019. For the US, this means a debt ratio of 
at least 124 per cent at the end of 2020 (rise of 16 percentage points). 
Increases of a similar magnitude are likely for the eurozone and Germany. The 
latter’s debt ratio is predicted to climb to between 70 and 75 per cent, 
underlining Germany’s ‘comfortable’ position relative to other countries. In 
Italy, for example, the debt ratio is expected to grow to around 147 per cent 
by the end of 2021. 

To some extent, these two trends are linked. As the Fed’s and ECB’s measures 
include reviving their government bond purchases, some (or in some cases, most) 
of the additional debt will ultimately end up on the central banks’ balance 

Provide emergency support now,  
deal with the consequences later 

Central bank balance sheets 
grow, government debt rises  

Purchase programmes mean 
central banks will end up 

carrying the government debt 
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sheets, even if the central banks do not buy the bonds directly from governments. 
This interplay is playing a significant part in the slowly emerging stabilisation of 
the economy and capital markets. 

Proposition 1: The monetisation of government debt is 
becoming more acceptable. For now, it is not a problem but 
rather a necessity.  

Even before the coronavirus outbreak, a lively debate was taking place – at least 
in academic circles – about whether it is appropriate that central-bank-funded 
government spending is considered a taboo, as it has been for many years 
(particularly where capital expenditure is involved). Under what circumstances is 
this ‘monetisation’ not quite so problematic, at least in the short term? The 
economic conditions should be such that monetisation will not trigger excessive 
inflation. The latter depends, firstly, on a country’s current macroeconomic 
situation: When this is discussed, proponents of even more proactive central 
bank policy point to the underutilisation of capacity, which is indicated by 
relatively high unemployment figures and/or overly low inflation in many 
industrialised countries. This is not disputed.  

Secondly, the institutional conditions are important. What primarily makes 
conditions favourable – and there is largely consensus on this – is when a 
country has sovereignty over its borrowing and taxation, its own central bank, 
and its own currency to act as a valve for eliminating possible imbalances. To 
some extent, Japan serves as a role model here: It has the right conditions, as 
described above, its debt ratio is just under 240 per cent of GDP, many 
government bonds are held by the Bank of Japan (BoJ) in its own currency, and 
yet – as is well known –there has been virtually no inflation for years. And last 
but not least, there is no doubt about Japan’s solvency.  

Looking ahead, it is also with good reason that the US and eurozone defend the 
independence of central banks and intolerance of direct funding for governments. 
In Germany, this was tested in a high-profile case heard by no less than the 
Federal Constitutional Court, where it was reaffirmed. Asset purchase 
programmes as part of monetary policy therefore remain restricted to exceptional 
situations, such as the financial crisis, the EU sovereign debt crisis and now the 
coronavirus crisis, and they have to be implemented through the capital markets. 
With low growth, low inflation and low interest rates, however, such 
programmes are being implemented more quickly than they would have been in 
the previous century.  

Moreover, the situation in the eurozone is always a bit more complicated as it 
does not have all of the institutional conditions in place that are described above. 
There is no centralised sovereignty over borrowing and taxation, and the 
individual eurozone countries do not have their own currency; see also chapter 3.  

Looking at the current monetary policy programmes introduced in response to 
the coronavirus pandemic, one thing is fairly clear: In many places, the sharp rise 
in demand for liquidity from companies and households means there is currently 
no other (feasible) option but for the central banks to issue a purchase guarantee 

Is it no longer a taboo for central 
banks to print money for the 

government to spend? 

The US and eurozone place great 
store in strong central bank 

independence (for now) 

Central banks guarantee  
government support measures 
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for the debt-financed government support measures. In the capital markets, this 
is the only way to ensure a steady supply of finance for the governments and 
companies weakened by the crisis and to keep the economic cycle going to the 
extent allowed by the lockdown measures. One of the most contentious issues of 
the debate in academic circles is whether increased government spending that is 
‘secured’ in this way is actually effective. In the current, highly unusual situation, 
however, there is little doubt about its effectiveness. 

Sceptics will be quick to claim that this represents a crossing of the Rubicon but 
may not feel in a position to raise the issue in the current crisis situation. And 
perhaps this time, they will find their position more difficult to defend. In the 
eurozone, unlike during the sovereign debt crisis, all countries are more or less 
equally affected by coronavirus. Governments will not be able to point the finger 
at periphery countries and accuse them of having been economically irresponsible 
before the crisis while at the same time are applying for EU aid and requesting 
exemptions themselves. The question of solidarity among EU member states, and 
how aid can be used to promote constructive change, will therefore be seen in a 
different light this time. 

Nevertheless, the central banks’ approach is bringing stability, and the risk of 
inflation is limited (although not completely absent, see chapter 4) in the current 
situation. And it can be assumed that this monetary policy – still regarded as 
unconventional at present – will start to become more generally accepted, 
perhaps even for specific non-crisis-related purposes, such as financing efforts to 
combat climate change. Generally speaking, almost everywhere will see a sharp 
increase in unemployment as a result of the coronavirus crisis. In the second 
phase of the crisis too, many countries will want to know in what circumstances 
the capital markets would be willing to fund economic stimulus packages aimed 
at creating new jobs. The central banks will remain at the heart of this 
discussion.  

Proposition 2: Low for much longer – low and negative interest 
rates really are now cemented in place. 

Until six weeks ago, there was low growth and barely any inflation in the 
eurozone, while the US had slightly higher growth and slightly higher inflation. 
(Key) interest rates were below zero (ECB and, for example, ten-year Bunds) or at 
least not very high (Fed and ten-year US Treasuries). As a result of the 
coronavirus crisis, we now face quarters of significant negative GDP growth 
across the board, and the huge drop in the oil price alone means we are likely to 
see strong disinflationary trends, at least in the short term (see also chapter 4).  

In other words, value creation in the real economy will slip well into negative 
territory. It is fairly clear what this means for key interest rates: They will remain 
as low as possible. And as they had/have already reached rock bottom, at least in 
the eurozone, the ECB had/has no option but to implement quantitative easing. 

Given the conditions in the real economy, it is difficult to say how much longer 
this situation will last. It took a very long time after the financial crisis, especially 
in the eurozone. On the other hand, the situation that we now face is a ‘classic’ 

Crossing the Rubicon or  
simply showing solidarity? 

From a coronavirus bond  
to a climate bond? 

Low interest rates are here to 
stay: more so in the eurozone  

than in the US 
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recession in many regards and therefore somewhat different to the systemic 
financial crisis twelve years ago. This time too, US interest rates could start rising 
again slightly sooner than in Europe because US labour markets are more 
dynamic. However, the slump in consumer spending there is likely to be more 
dramatic than on this side of the Atlantic. By contrast, we were already expecting 
interest rates in Europe to remain firmly at a low level for a long time, even 
before coronavirus. This was due to long-term structural effects, such as 
demographic change (‘Japanification’). Capital expenditure on new business 
models, innovation and the efficiency of public-sector regulation, services and 
infrastructure may change this assessment for Europe slightly. 

Irrespective of conditions in the real economy and financial sector, another factor 
indicates even more strongly than before that low interest rates are here to stay: 
the sustainability of the substantial debts that countries and some companies 
have built up. The low interest rates of recent years have been and remain a 
source of annoyance for savers, but they have been a blessing for government 
finances. Countries such as Germany have even been able to pay off some of 
their debts, while the effective ability of some other countries to service their 
debts has improved significantly because they have been able to substantially 
lower the average interest on their government debt by refinancing it at much 
lower interest rates.  

What does the coronavirus crisis mean in terms of ability to service debt? Firstly, 
companies are generating less revenue and thus less profit, while governments 
are collecting fewer taxes. In the short term, they will therefore find it more 
difficult to meet repayments, even if the level of debt remains unchanged. In 
other words, they would only have been able to cope with higher interest rates if 
they had achieved much stronger growth. 

As well as the income and outgoings perspective of interest payments and 
repayments of principal, the capital markets also take a particularly close look at 
debt levels, specifically the ratio of government debt to the economy’s total 
income, i.e. GDP. As mentioned earlier, these debt ratios are shooting up (again) 
and there is likely to be a lot of general discussion in the near future about 
deteriorating credit standings. Risk premiums are therefore likely to rise, despite 
lower key interest rates and central banks’ asset purchases (quantitative easing).  

The implications of this will vary from country to country. Emerging markets with 
fragile finances would be well-advised to hold the largest possible currency 
reserves and to ensure that their debt is predominantly denominated in their own 
currency or, in the long term, to borrow from supranational creditors such as the 
World Bank or International Monetary Fund (IMF). However, highly indebted 
eurozone countries, such as Italy, are reliant on the existence and strengthening 
of the eurozone. As we have ultimately learned from every crisis, the 
strengthening of the eurozone is also important to core countries with lower debt 
ratios (see chapter 3). To put it crudely: In the capital markets, the closing of 
borders does not prevent the risk of contagion.  

This suggests that the central banks have come under greater pressure – 
including political pressure at times – to keep key interest rates low for as long as 

Low interest rates ensure crisis-
hit countries can service their 

debts 

Risk premiums likely to rise again 
as debts mount up 

Central banks have a growing 
share of government debt 
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possible. And this may well be the case. But there is another aspect to consider, 
and a look at Japan is also useful here: The central banks are unlikely to put the 
securities on their balance sheets back into circulation if this would jeopardise 
financial stability. After coronavirus, these holdings of the central banks will 
account for an even greater proportion of some countries’ total debts. Although 
they may have to pay interest on their debts, it is often returned to them when 
the central banks distribute their profits.  

Proposition 3: In reality, there will be a lot less latitude for 
government capital expenditure (including to tackle climate 
change). Robust countries can still step up the pace though, and 
now is as good a time as any. 

The consequences of higher debts but lower economic output, of higher interest 
payments and repayments of principal but lower tax receipts, are clear: There is 
less money available for crucial capital expenditure, whether for the much-
discussed areas of infrastructure and education or for the fight against climate 
change. That is undoubtedly bad news and could not come at a worse time, 
particularly for climate change where urgent action is required. On the other 
hand, unusual times mean greater acceptance of unusual measures. Take 
Germany, for example. Until recently, the target of a zero deficit was defended 
vigorously. For the time being, this is no longer the case. The stabilisation 
measures alone mean that new debt is likely to be at least 4 to 5 per cent of GDP 
in 2020.  

The obvious idea is that, once the pandemic has stabilised, Germany will step up 
a gear and trigger a recovery and structural change in the economy by launching 
an economic and capital expenditure programme. A kind of self-funded Marshall 
Plan. Selected tax increases should also be considered. Other countries will take 
similar approaches. The EU will agree to programmes that could provide 
particularly strong stimulus for regions with poor growth. Thanks to the single 
market, the positive effects will ultimately ripple out to all economies in the EU 
and support their long-term economic growth. It is also important, especially 
given this background, to examine the discussion about new, common funding 
instruments and initiatives for the EU.  

3 Europe and the cost of political 
ambivalence 

• Amid the coronavirus crisis, driving European integration forward is becoming 
more urgent, but also more challenging. 

• More than ever, ambivalence in politics is giving rise to risks that damage the 
eurozone’s appeal on the capital markets. Progress in European integration 
and stronger solidarity would make it easier to finance the fight against this 
crisis. 

Actually there is no money for  
infrastructure, education or 

climate action…  

…but there could be increased 
willingness to invest in structural 

change 
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• Fur the UK, the lockdown measures imposed to combat the pandemic are a 
live experiment of what a hard Brexit might feel like. Maybe this will soften 
the country’s approach. 

The EU has undoubtedly evolved since the financial and sovereign debt crisis. The 
robustness of banks has improved significantly and this is currently making it 
easier to support companies and private households through this crisis. The ECB 
and the euro have become established and indispensable parts of everyday life in 
all eurozone economies. Institutions such as the European Stability Mechanism 
(ESM), the European Council and the (increasingly important) European 
Investment Bank (EIB) have been established or enhanced and their remit will 
continue to expand in the coming years.  

At the same time, European integration has been dogged by political uncertainty 
in recent years and many areas aside from those mentioned above have seen 
very little progress. France’s President Macron had put forward a number of 
initiatives, which largely came to nothing in the face of what many perceived as 
resistance – not to say apathy – on the part of Germany. Most recently, there 
had been hope that Germany taking over the presidency of the Council of the 
European Union in July might generate momentum.  

But the coronavirus crisis has drastically changed the picture. A number of 
aspects relating to this were already discussed in chapter 2. Crucially, the 
looming global recession will necessitate concerted action – not to mention the 
collaboration required to contain the pandemic. This is particularly relevant for 
the EU. But the question is: Will this collaboration ultimately extend beyond the 
management of this crisis? Will this challenge have a positive effect on European 
integration?  

Proposition 4: Pressure on the EU to pursue deeper integration 
and greater solidarity will mount further. The conditions for 
progress in this respect present a mixed picture. 

Favourable condition #1: Coronavirus affects everyone. The fact that this is truly 
an external shock might take the sense of mutual solidarity to a new level. The 
undiplomatic demeanour of the Netherlands, whose initial response brought 
back memories of statements made during the sovereign debt crisis ten years 
ago, was widely perceived as inappropriate, including in Germany. 

Favourable condition #2: The experience of Brexit and US politics under President 
Donald Trump, including his new brand of protectionism, has created a 
heightened sense of the importance of the European Community. Standing 
together is now more important than ever. This will be even more relevant if – or, 
most likely, when – the geopolitical conflict between the US and China continues 
to escalate and Europe finds itself increasingly caught in the crossfire (see also 
chapter 6). However, this sense of solidarity should not translate into 
protectionism towards third countries. After all, new barriers would only serve to 
slow down the recovery, especially when aimed at Asia, the fastest-growing 
region in the world. 

The eurozone’s banking sector 
and  

its institutional framework are 
much more robust than before 

the financial and sovereign debt 
crisis 

But: European integration  
is faltering 
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Coronavirus as an ‘equaliser’ 
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However, there are also factors that make the situation more challenging: 

Adverse condition #1: Europe’s approach to migration policy remains unclear. 
The escalating coronavirus crisis has temporarily eclipsed the fact that Turkey’s 
President Erdogan recently added fresh fuel to the flames of this European 
dilemma. In the eyes of investors, the uncertainty surrounding this issue 
heightens political risks in the eurozone. This translates into higher risk mark-ups 
and a lower disposition to invest in the region, which – in turn – unnecessarily 
drives up the cost of overcoming the crisis and rebuilding the economy. 

Adverse condition #2: The actions of EU member states, at least in the first phase 
of the coronavirus crisis, cannot really be described as a unified approach. On the 
contrary: As criticised by the President of the European Commission, Ursula von 
der Leyen, each country pursued its own crisis management strategy. Border 
closures, which in some cases were imposed unilaterally, temporary curbs on the 
free movement of labour (e.g. seasonal workers) and the partial interruption of 
supply chains, including within the EU, do not exactly reflect the spirit of a united 
Europe. On the other hand, these actions have clearly revealed the associated 
cost for many individuals and companies. Closed borders, for instance, were later 
partially reopened for seasonal workers. It is possible that, in the wake of this 
experience, many people will be more open to European integration going 
forward.  

Adverse condition #3: It appears that the coronavirus crisis is helping the 
governments in Poland and Hungary to take an even more authoritarian line. 
Solidarity does not feature prominently on the agendas of Mr Kaczyński and Mr 
Orbán. It is foreseeable that the direction now being taken by these countries will 
also result in a further escalation of their disputes with the EU. In view of the fact 
that many EU decisions, especially concerning its institutional arrangements, 
require unanimity, this is anything but helpful. And it also drives these countries 
further into isolation, which will not be well received by the capital markets. 

Conclusion: Far-reaching action is now also being taken at European policy level 
in order to protect and support the economy, jobs and the financial markets, 
most noticeably – once again – by the ECB. So in this sense, European 
integration is progressing. But at the same time, lengthy discussions about 
solidarity among EU member states are driving up the cost of the support effort 
beyond what is necessary. The capital markets would certainly prefer clear-cut 
solutions, which would strengthen the eurozone as an investment destination for 
global investors in the long term. Until such solutions have been found, the 
eurozone will continue to be perceived as politically riskier than the US and the 
capital markets are reflecting this view.  

On a side note, it is worth taking a quick look at the eurozone periphery: 
Discussions about countries such as Italy or Spain’s ability to service their debt 
will only really start to become more serious when monetary policy makers begin 
to phase out the current expansionary measures, which is unlikely to happen in 
the foreseeable future. At the moment, the ECB’s pandemic emergency purchase 
programme (PEPP) and the simultaneous suspension of the Maastricht criteria by 

Deadlock on  
many issues 

A lack of clear solutions hurts the 
eurozone’s capital market appeal 
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the European Commission are enabling all eurozone member states to adopt a 
proactive, debt-funded fiscal policy approach, albeit on not entirely equal terms.  

Before the coronavirus outbreak, Italy had not quite reached the desired level in 
terms of the resilience of its public debt ratio to rising interest rates, but the 
country was clearly making progress. Assuming that growth and inflation are at 
similarly low levels as before the coronavirus crisis, however, all this progress will 
be rapidly lost.  

But the situation in Italy also highlights the hidden cost of years spent focusing 
on a primary surplus – for example in the form of healthcare spending cuts.  

In view of the anticipated substantial rise in sovereign debt ratios, the onus will 
be on European policy makers after the crisis to find new ways of making 
responsible fiscal policies compatible with the realities of post-pandemic life and 
the pursuit of stronger growth. Italy plays an essential role in European supply 
chains and in the European financial system. A one-off pact to fund a portion of 
the crisis management costs and associated stimulus packages in the coming 
years at European level would have an immediate effect in terms of reducing the 
organisational effort that the eurozone would otherwise have to undertake in 
future. The capital markets would acknowledge this with a prompt reduction in 
the cost of funding. 

Proposition 5: The coronavirus crisis is giving the UK a taste of 
the potential implications of a hard Brexit. Maybe this will 
soften the country’s approach. 

Given that the UK’s exit from the European Union became (legally) effective in 
January, the country is now better positioned than ever to sit back and follow the 
unfolding debate from the sidelines. But the coronavirus crisis also serves as a 
kind of live experiment for an extremely hard Brexit – ‘forced isolation’ rather 
than ‘splendid isolation’ in many ways. The UK is currently performing an 
involuntary test run of what would happen if there was no availability of foreign 
workers and both international trade and domestic production were severely 
disrupted.  

What conclusion the UK will draw from this in relation to its negotiations with 
the EU about a future trade deal is hard to predict. For the moment, negotiations 
have been suspended in any case, which is a problem in itself considering that 
the timelines had been ambitious from the start. If the UK government sticks to 
its uncompromising stance and rigorous schedule (trade agreement by the end of 
2020; no extension of the transition period), this would in fact greatly increase 
the probability of a hard Brexit. But it seems likely that the experience of the 
current crisis will bring both sides closer together again and that they will 
ultimately agree on a somewhat ‘softer’ solution. However, hammering out this 
solution will probably require an extension of the transition period – even though 
Boris Johnson had categorically rejected this option before the coronavirus crisis. 

Progress in Italy cancelled out by 
coronavirus 

A one-off pact to fund the crisis 
management at European level 
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4 Market and competition 

• Insolvencies are going to reduce potential output. In the medium term, rising 
inflation cannot be ruled out, Governments will thus need to balance the 
stimulation of demand in the economy very carefully. 

• Bankruptcies and corporate mergers, as well as changes in customer 
behaviour, will noticeably change the face of many industries. 

• Large digital businesses are proving to be least affected by the crisis, and most 
importantly, they will be able to tap into sizeable reserves in the aftermath of 
the crisis in order to further expand their market position. 

• Government intervention in the real economy (dividends, share repurchases, 
liquidity buffers, salaries) is increasing and triggering repercussions in the 
capital markets.  

The general consensus is that conventional recessions come with the benefit of 
‘creative destruction’: Strong companies survive and innovative new business 
models emerge, while the weak players falter. What we are currently seeing is 
largely unqualified destruction. At this early stage, which is anything but 
conventional with its widespread shutdowns, this recession may be ‘creative’ in 
the sense of being atypical, but it has so far not been very ‘creative’ in a 
constructive way – hence the need for unprecedented support measures.  

Proposition 6: Even some profitable companies will go under. 
The key challenge will be to balance declining potential output 
and demand management in a way that avoids both inflation 
and deflation.  

Insolvencies will broadly fall into one of three categories: 

• Type 1: Companies that had already been struggling to remain profitable 
before the crisis and managed to survive purely thanks to favourable financing 
conditions in recent years will disappear from the market. Government support 
measures will mitigate and slow down this ‘purge’, but they will not prevent 
it. A recent example is Vapiano. Insolvencies of this type are likely to occur 
most frequently in the retail sector (due to a further shift towards online sales), 
the energy sector, the transport sector (airlines) and the tourism industry 
(long-haul travel, cruises). 

• Type 2: ‘Accidental’ insolvencies of generally healthy medium-sized or large 
companies that do not receive sufficient support in time. Insolvencies of this 
type could become especially problematic in countries that have adopted less 
extensive support packages and/or have less efficient structures in place to 
implement their support measures (compared with institutions such as 
Germany’s KfW bank). Furthermore, equity ratios in Germany’s SME sector 
were at an all-time high before the crisis, but this is not the case in some other 
countries. 

• Type 3: Small and micro-enterprises that do not receive support and do not 
have sufficient reserves. 
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The scale of insolvencies is currently hard to predict, especially because it is 
highly dependent on the duration of the shutdown. But changes in customer 
behaviour and a steep fall in demand could also play a part. Occasionally, it has 
also been pointed out that for certain branches of the economy there could be a 
‘trigger point’, meaning that too many insolvencies in a specific sector could 
trigger a downward spiral. Businesses which had previously managed to stay 
afloat could then fall into distress due to a loss of upstream producers and/or 
downstream customers in the B2B sector.  

In macroeconomic terms, a wave of insolvencies means that potential output 
declines and the growth curve flattens. Other developments, such as higher 
market concentration, less economic efficiency in the international division of 
labour (supply chains) and greater regulation, could have similar effects in the 
future – we will return to these aspects later on. Adverse effects on growth in 
potential output should be avoided as much as possible, but a certain impact will 
be unavoidable. This raises another important question: What does all this mean 
for price trends? 

The coronavirus crisis is, at its heart, a supply and demand shock. At the same 
time, the structure of our economy can be expected to change over the course of 
the recovery from this crisis. Especially at the current stage, but also after 
containment measures have been eased, certain things will remain in demand 
but less of them will be produced. At the same time, other things will be less in 
demand but will, at least initially, continue to be produced. This means that 
prices will rise in some areas and fall in others. The net effect on inflation 
remains unclear both in qualitative terms and in terms of time scales. But in areas 
where the structure of the economy changes, the effect will be lasting, i.e. not 
inflationary in the long term. In these areas, relative prices changes are due to 
changes in customer behaviour. These effects are not relevant for inflation 
management at monetary policy level.  

In the near term, disinflationary price trends are likely to prevail, not least due to 
the effect of the drastic fall in the oil price. But in the medium term, inflation 
trends in countries such as Germany, with a well-developed social system and 
sufficient scope to support private households, could take a surprising turn. If 
demand from consumers falls at a slower rate than production capacity due to 
relatively stable incomes and if imports are not ramped up quickly enough 
because goods cannot be traded or supply is limited, inflationary trends intensify. 
Whether or not this is going to happen will also depend, in part, on potential 
changes in consumer behaviour at the aggregate level. During and in the 
immediate aftermath of a crisis, consumers typically exercise constraint in their 
spending and the savings ratio increases accordingly. The driver behind this 
behaviour is clear: Crises highlight the importance of having reserves to fall back 
on. The future is also perceived as more uncertain, which further reduces the 
propensity to spend. Similar patterns apply to demand for capital investment.  

In a nutshell, fears of hyperinflation are quite far-fetched. The coronavirus crisis 
is, after all, not a war that is wiping out large parts of the capital stock. 
Nonetheless, monetary and fiscal policy makers will have to pay close attention 
to a potential mismatch between aggregate demand and aggregate supply. The 
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first reliable estimates of potential output and leading indicators of demand for 
consumer goods and capital goods will be important pointers. Once these are 
available, adjustments may have to be made as necessary, for example with 
regard to income support and loans. To put it differently: More is not always 
better (but neither is too little). Otherwise, there could be a swing in inflation risk 
– either upward, or downward towards deflation. 

Let us briefly return to the structure of the economy. In addition to company 
insolvencies, there is a second trend that will also drive changes in the makeup of 
certain industries and areas of production in the aftermath of the crisis. Many of 
the surviving companies will have been severely weakened by the crisis. This will 
lead to a wave of mergers and acquisitions at national and international level. In 
other words, insolvencies and mergers will increase the market concentration in 
many sectors. All else being equal, this also tends to boost inflation. The 
insolvency of Air Berlin is a recent example. Following the airline’s collapse, its 
competitor Lufthansa regained its monopoly position over many domestic flight 
routes in Germany. The now commonplace practice of algorithmic pricing makes 
it difficult to prove, but the probability that fares on these routes have since 
increased is very high. In the US, this phenomenon is even more pronounced and 
has been observable for quite some time: The country has four dominant airlines 
and three dominant telecommunications providers, which command significantly 
higher prices than providers in Europe but deliver poorer service (at least in the 
case of the airlines). Ultimately, this will be an issue for the regulators. And they 
are likely to take action, although probably to a greater extent in Europe than in 
the US. . 

The previous paragraph makes one thing quite clear: Where some lose out and 
go into administration, get taken over or emerge from the crisis severely 
weakened, others stand to benefit. We do not intend to expand on this topic too 
much in this paper, but there is one aspect that we would like to examine a little 
closer – the role of coronavirus as a catalyst for digitalisation. 

Proposition 7: After a crisis, the strong often become even 
stronger. In the coronavirus crisis, this applies first and 
foremost to digital companies. 

“Whoever has will be given more” – this quote from the bible (book of Matthew) 
rings eerily true in this context. Of all companies, those that were already 
extremely powerful before the crisis are not only least affected by it, but in some 
cases are positively thriving. The most obvious example is, of course, Amazon. 
You could be tempted to say that life under lockdown is virtually an ideal 
scenario for the online retail giant. But ultimately, Amazon is simply a poster 
child for all companies that have already shifted their focus to providing and 
using web-based platforms for commercial and private purposes. The undeniable 
logic here is that coronavirus simply cannot spread via the internet (although it 
can be spread by Amazon’s physical logistics operations). To some extent, this 
will merely lead to a redistribution of market share from the analogue to the 
digital sphere – in other words: displacement. But this trend will also generate 
some genuine growth, for example through innovation. New digital business 
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models in the healthcare sector are a likely example, a subject that we will 
explore further in chapter 5.  

Other companies from the digital and IT sector such as Apple may not be direct 
beneficiaries of the crisis and may even be struggling with some challenges of 
their own, be it in production (upstream supply chains) or sales. The share price 
movements speak for themselves in this regard. But these are high-level 
problems and, importantly, they are far from constituting any form of existential 
threat. This is partly due to the fact that strong growth enabled these big tech 
companies to build up sizeable cash reserves in recent years. Figures in 
circulation vary, but based on their balance sheets, a total of US$ 570 billion in 
reserves seems plausible for the big US tech firms. Apple alone accounts for 
US$ 207 billion of that total. This is not just plenty enough to weather the 
shutdown, it also means that these companies will have fire power left after the 
crisis, when the moment comes for them to expand their market position even 
further. 

At this point, let us briefly touch upon an issue that will sound very familiar to 
representatives from the financial industry. ‘Those who pay have the final say’ – 
that is the simple rule. Where governments now step in and financially support 
or, in exceptional cases, even acquire a stake in companies, such aids will most 
likely be tied to certain conditions, as was the case after the financial crisis of 
2008/2009. These conditions could include restrictions on dividend payouts – a 
highly controversial measure – as well as requirements in relation to companies’ 
share repurchase programmes and remuneration policies (bonus payments). It is 
generally quite conceivable that (larger) companies in the real economy – 
whether in receipt of state aid or not – will, in future, be subjected to tighter 
regulation regarding minimum liquidity buffers in order to improve their resilience 
to crises. The same happened to financial services companies following the 
financial crisis of 2008/2009. State-imposed requirements in these areas have 
significant implications not only for the affected companies but also for the 
capital markets. Restrictions on dividend payments, for example, can (but do not 
necessarily) distort the relative benefits of equity vs. debt funding (i.e. they might 
temporarily affect the appeal of equities compared with corporate bonds). The 
imposition of limits, or even a ban, on share repurchase programmes would take 
a key driver of share price performance, especially in recent years, out of the 
equation. Compared with the real economic (and social) impact of the 
coronavirus crisis, these are certainly secondary aspects – but for asset managers, 
they are highly relevant nonetheless. 

5 Advances as a result of the crisis 

• Despite all the drama and, in this case, large numbers of deaths and 
devastating consequences for society and the economy, something beneficial 
usually comes out of every crisis. 

• Weaknesses are exposed and are (finally) addressed and corrected, 
improvisation stabilises into something more lasting and innovative potential 
is unleashed. 
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• The most important areas are – of course – the healthcare system, 
biotechnology, work and (higher) education in the digital arena and, in very 
general terms, the use of crisis-resistant cutting-edge technologies casuch as 
robotics and 3D printing. 

Crises push back the boundaries that limit how we think and act. What would in 
‘normal’ times be labelled a theoretical thought experiment, or dismissed as too 
unrealistic or as too expensive is suddenly given a boost by the crisis – in terms 
of relevance, achievability and speed of response. That is certainly not to say that 
money is no object in times of crisis, or that every completely off-the-wall idea is 
suddenly going to be implemented. But the framework within which ideas are 
judged is fundamentally altered. And at the same time, the mode of operation in 
a crisis is ‘improvise, adapt, overcome’, which means there is greater scope for 
innovation. 

But what are the driving forces in this process, which could almost be viewed as 
creative destruction in the sense described by Joseph Schumpeter if the events 
that triggered it were not so calamitous? They can be roughly divided into three 
categories, from which three propositions emerge. 

Proposition 8: Crises mercilessly expose weakness. However, 
they also release energy for innovation. 

One example that illustrates this proposition is the growing worldwide debate 
about healthcare systems and how they should be funded. There has been a 
push for greater efficiency in many countries over the past few decades (which 
now, in the current situation, looks rather excessive), which has led to constraints 
in the provision of care. Despite swingeing cuts in recent years, Germany now 
seems to be in a relatively good position, whereas the situation in the UK and the 
US is considerably more strained. The crisis may well spark new discussions 
about how to deal with austerity and perhaps even about universal health 
insurance (see US). One thing is clear: those countries whose healthcare systems 
are on the verge of collapse due to the coronavirus will be improving them in 
future – if only because the political pressure to do so is increasing. 

In this context, the crisis contains a useful lesson on deregulation and 
privatisation in healthcare. The pandemic is creating an immense peak in 
demand, albeit for a presumably limited period of time and in a very specific 
area, i.e. in intensive care with ventilators. In economic terms, it is unreasonable 
to expect hospitals operating on purely market principles (and – without making 
any value judgement – this is the case for many hospitals following the recent 
waves of privatisation) to maintain stockpiles in case of events such as this which 
are very rare and hopefully will remain so in future. This is a situation in which 
‘market failure’ is more or less inevitable. The conclusion is fairly clear and can 
also be seen elsewhere: this is a situation that requires state intervention and, in 
this specific instance, public healthcare – in whatever form it might take. 

Sectors that are already attracting attention for their major innovative advances 
in the crisis are likely to benefit. These include pharma, biotech, and the medical 
technology industry. Not only are these companies stepping up their 
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development activities to ensure that COVID-19 diagnostic tests are made 
available in ever greater numbers and at ever increasing speed, but research into 
treatments and vaccines is also being greatly accelerated. One example is the 
work of the two German biotech companies CureVac and BioNTech, and the US 
company Moderna. All three have been carrying out research into new types of 
vaccine for some time, taking a fundamentally different approach to the 
pharmaceutical giants. The coronavirus pandemic has now focused more 
attention (and also financial resources) on the biotech companies as well as 
giving their business a real turbo boost by offering the possibility of an 
accelerated licensing process. This is not being driven solely by the fact that 
substantial state investment means they now suddenly have a lot more money at 
their disposal (see above). Economic competition and the prospect of hefty future 
profits are great incentives for innovation. 

Proposition 9: Crisis is the mother of improvisation. And what 
starts out as improvisation often ends up being highly valued. 

The most obvious example is probably the exponential increase in the number of 
people who have been ‘forced’ to work from home. Millions of people in 
Germany have suddenly found themselves in this situation. And although many 
are already longing to be back in the office, it is likely that in the end there will 
be a permanent increase in flexible working – particularly in the service sector. 
This could have long-term implications for businesses in terms of the way that 
roles are structured generally, but also with regard to the need for office space. 
Workers could be more flexible in terms of where they choose to live, which 
could reduce demand for housing in urban centres and ease the pressure on 
overheated property markets. 

Schoolchildren and university students all over the world have also had to 
improvise. The closure of their classrooms has led to a dramatic increase in online 
education provision. Although video portals had been used as an extension to 
normal teaching for some time, digital channels have now been spontaneously 
elevated to the status of leading education providers. Although they will not 
(completely) replace school or university attendance in industrialised countries, 
for regions with weak educational infrastructure, the innovations in technology 
and content that are now emerging will improve provision significantly. The same 
applies to the field of telemedicine. Remote (video) diagnosis is increasingly 
replacing visits to the doctor’s surgery in these coronavirus times. Previously 
underserved rural regions could particularly benefit from an expansion of this 
infrastructure. 

This is an important point: Access to education and medicine has effectively been 
restricted and rationed through regulation – and that has kept prices high. In 
both sectors, the crisis could lead to an easing of government regulations and 
therefore the availability of greater capacity at lower cost.  

Proposition 10: The destruction frequently associated with 
crises will unleash innovation potential in the ‘rebuilding’ phase 
and accelerate the use of existing technologies. 
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It is the painful destruction that creates the scope to unlock this potential in the 
first place. If a company manages to get through the economic downturn, i.e. 
survives a collapse in demand and the associated liquidity squeeze, its first task 
will be to consider how it can take maximum advantage of the following upturn. 
Although companies aren’t starting from the proverbial blank sheet of paper 
when taking these decisions, there are often fewer constraints than before. In 
many cases there is likely to be greater investment in (automation) technology 
that enables efficiency gains and thus secures the company’s future viability. 
Applied to the current situation, this means that there could be further leaps in 
innovation and more widespread use of existing technologies, particularly in 
(warehouse) logistics or other areas where robotics are used, and also in 
production technologies such as 3D printing. 

Despite all the potential for innovation that can be unlocked, one thing should 
not be forgotten: the economic and social cost of this crisis will be immense. The 
cost of tackling the public health emergency, the impact of the recession 
triggered by the measures taken to contain the pandemic, and the long-term 
costs of funding the support packages provided by the state all add up. There will 
also be an additional impact on workers, at least in the short term, as a result of 
temporary measures such as short-time working but also due to technological 
advances. And yet: the shifting of the boundaries brought about by the crisis will 
also open up new opportunities. Seeking out and making use of these 
opportunities will be critical not just for society and the economy in general, but 
also for the capital markets in particular. After all, investors will always benefit 
from selecting and funding the most innovative ideas and the best forms of 
improvisation. 

6 Geopolitics and globalisation 

• The coronavirus crisis will sharpen the division of the world into two blocs, 
one led by the US and the other by China. 

• This puts Europe in an increasingly difficult position – as illustrated by the 
example of Huawei. It is critical that the EU speaks with one voice and does 
not allow itself to be split on this issue.  

• We should not forget that Asia’s high-growth markets will play an important 
role in overcoming the crisis. 

• The weaknesses of global economic integration exposed by the crisis will lead 
to major changes both on the supply (production) side and on the demand 
(sales markets) side. However, we do not expect globalisation to go into 
reverse. 

Globalisation was coming under increased scrutiny even before the slogan 
‘America first’ won Donald Trump the presidency. For the last two years, this 
scrutiny has focused on the US government’s trade policy, particularly the dispute 
with China. This January, the two great powers agreed a ceasefire of sorts. 
Viewed from today’s perspective, the timing seems almost absurd as that was 
more or less the exact week that the spread of the coronavirus epidemic in China 
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began to spiral out of control. Will the fact that the virus probably originated in 
China affect its future relationship with the US?  

Proposition 11: The coronavirus crisis will exacerbate the 
conflict between the US and China and further increase the 
tendency towards the formation of blocs. 

In reality, the two things are unrelated. Although the Chinese can be accused of 
having downplayed the seriousness of the virus in its early stages and of not 
being sufficiently open and transparent in their initial communications. they can 
hardly be blamed for having caused the pandemic. Nevertheless, the United 
States is whipping up sentiment against China and pointedly referring to COVID-
19 as the ‘Wuhan virus’. This seems to be more than merely the whim of Donald 
Trump and is likely to exacerbate the conflict on some subliminal level.  

More important, however, is the fact that the coronavirus crisis provides further 
arguments for any government wishing to pursue an economically nationalist 
path – see below for more on this. The US administration may well take this 
option. Even outside the populist US government and its supporters, there is 
broad consensus in the US that China’s technological advance should be stopped 
or at least impeded. The Phase 1 deal signed in January, the ‘ceasefire’, is widely 
believed to have come about solely because of the upcoming presidential 
elections. Further escalation of the trade dispute could also have cost the US jobs 
and growth, and Trump did not want to risk that ahead of the election.  

The coronavirus crisis has now rendered this calculation obsolete. There are early 
signs of fresh tensions: the US is apparently working on rules that would 
significantly hinder China’s development of a 5G network – and because this 
technology is critically important for a large number of future developments, this 
would be an attack on the backbone of China’s ambitious plans. A strong 
backlash could be expected from China if these rules were ever to be 
implemented. In addition, federal support packages provided during the 
coronavirus crisis will give the US administration a number of levers to influence 
regional production decisions or even make the return of production and 
manufacturing to the US (‘reshoring’) a condition of its support. Plenty of 
material for future disputes. 

This is far from good news for Europe, especially in view of the latest 
development. The prospect of a (further) escalation of the US-China trade conflict 
makes the alignment of the EU – both politically and economically – extremely 
complicated in the medium term. In this context it is surely no coincidence that, 
having managed to get on top of the coronavirus crisis at home, China is now 
providing high-profile support to Italy and other countries in the form of supplies 
of medical equipment (‘mask diplomacy’). It is safe to assume that the first shots 
in the battle for future alliances have already been fired.  

Geostrategic and security policy aspects aside, there is something to be said for 
Europe aligning itself economically with Asia. That is where the high-growth 
markets are, and Europe’s structural production weaknesses in areas such as 
digital technology can mostly be covered by Asian suppliers. There are exceptions 
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– such as the high-end semiconductor industry where the US absolutely 
dominates the market – so Europe must tread extremely cautiously. The key thing 
is that Europe, and the EU in particular, must not allow itself to be divided. It 
must maintain a united stance throughout the crucial test it is about to undergo. 

There is a close connection between the implications of the US/China dispute and 
the higher-level question regarding the future of global economic integration. 
Fuelled by the protectionist tendencies of the US administration, the debate 
about whether the ratchet of globalisation will start to be turned back and result 
in systematic de-globalisation has been raging for some time. The coronavirus 
crisis has the potential to act as an accelerant here.  

Proposition 12: The coronavirus crisis will fundamentally change 
global economic integration. However, there will be no 
sustained, systematic de-globalisation. 

The fact that globalisation naturally favours the rapid spread of a virus around 
the world is grist to the mill of all those who have a sceptical or even negative 
stance towards global economic integration. The current situation could give a 
further boost to isolationist policies, at least in countries where populist 
governments are in power or there are strong populist movements. However, this 
is not the case everywhere.  

Any economic analysis will tend to focus on international supply chains and 
therefore the mundane problems of global integration. Many complex production 
processes simply fell apart during the first phase of the coronavirus crisis. This 
will be scrutinised and is bound to have repercussions. Greater redundancy and 
less efficiency is likely to be the consequence, along with state-mandated 
reshoring of manufacturing in some areas and more regulation in general.  

Nevertheless, as long as the state does not interfere, companies will approach 
the subject in a cool and pragmatic way. The outcome of the reviews will differ 
from case to case and the adjustments will be specific and selective. There may 
be a certain amount of reshoring. European companies may decide, for example, 
that they would rather base their production operations in eastern Europe than in 
Asia because the susceptibility to a crisis scenario such as coronavirus is at least 
somewhat lower. But the results of this kind of optimisation calculation will vary 
from business to business. The prospect of multinational companies radically de-
globalising on a large scale seems as unlikely as countries such as Germany or 
Japan forcing them to do so through policy measures. There will be changes and 
a certain reduction in global integration, lower efficiency (from a purely economic 
perspective) and greater regulation. But we do not expect to see a sustained, 
systematic move towards de-globalisation in the sense of isolationist policies in 
lots of countries around the world, either on the production (supply) side or the 
sales (demand) side. 

The same applies to labour mobility: the border closures will clearly demonstrate 
to EU countries (and the UK) the economic importance of free labour markets. 
The best example is the way in which Germany is relaxing its lockdown rules for 
seasonal workers in agriculture. However, EU countries with illiberal governments 
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or strong right-wing populist tendencies, for example, could be tempted to use 
the crisis to restrict free movement within the Union. Given the economic 
challenges we are likely to face in the post-crisis era, this could be quite 
damaging. In the aftermath of the financial/sovereign debt crisis, the absorption 
of workers from southern Europe into the strong German labour market was an 
important stabilising factor. That could be the case again this time – a fact that is 
unlikely to have escaped many countries.  

7 Conclusion 

The above chapters provide an initial idea of how complex and interdependent 
the ramifications of such a crisis can be. It should be noted, however, that this 
represents only a partial and condensed view of the overall situation. At the 
macro level, for example, we have not examined the effects on the emerging 
markets – with the exception of China. Nor have we examined potential 
implications for local communities and for society that could have knock-on 
effects for the economy, or aspects such as the sustainable economy, which was 
one of the most talked-about topics just three months ago. We will be returning 
to at least some of these topics in further publications in the coming weeks and 
months.  

However, even this initial review of the medium-term effects supports the 
assumption that the coronavirus crisis will mark a major turning point for the 
global economy and the capital markets. As in almost every crisis, the 
performance of assets will in most cases recover after a certain time, provided 
they were carefully selected and diversified. But the economic and institutional 
structures underpinning the capital markets will change substantially – even if we 
do not currently anticipate a complete structural break. In any event the change 
will be so great that, even after a few years, market players will still think in 
terms of a ‘before’ and an ‘after’ – a post-coronavirus world. 
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